This article connects legal history with cultural and intellectual approaches to the history of late medieval England by focusing on the expression, 'flowers of the crown.' Believed to have originated in the early Stuart period, this article locates its origins much earlier. After the Angevin kings showed a liking for floriated crowns, a number of poets, clerics, and common lawyers worked flowers into their appraisals of monarchy throughout the fifteenth century. Up to the Stuarts, this metaphor was sometimes helpful for reminding grantees that prerogative donations and delegations, like flowers, cannot be guaranteed to last forever, and indeed eventually die once plucked from their source. This is a finding that prompts consideration of the circumstances that have compelled jurists and politicians to invoke metaphors in their assessments of royal power more generally. In turn, new insights are generated about the crown in modern English thought.
and designations from the crown in England. Maitland may indeed have been right about the needlessness of foisting some special personality upon the crown in nineteenth-century jurisprudence. But perhaps he was also a bit too quick to flee from a consideration of the reasons why jurists before him found the need to postulate the crown in the ways that they did. Moving on from Maitland and Kantorowicz, then, it might be asked of the later medieval context, how and why lawyers, judges, and politicians came to some consensus about which acquisitions and alienations performed by the king were to last forever and affect the realm, and which activities, on the other hand, were to last only as long as his lifetime, and affect only himself and those in contract with him. This article is concerned with the language used to make this distinction.
Like so many other constitutional ideas, the crown inspired plenty of rumination in the early modern period in the middle of all this: that is, between the late-medieval abstraction of the crown from kingship and the Victorian triumph of the crown as synonym for the state. There are good reasons for this. Constitutional historians of the Stuart period have long recognised-if sometimes to the extent of blindness to other periods-the special kind of inspiration that came to enliven political critics of royal power and favouritism during times of unpopular kingships. Likewise, such contexts could bring the best out of loyalist supporters of the king too, and the language put to the service by both sides was often charming despite the message.
In 1962, the Oxford historian of political thought, J.W. Gough, became spellbound by a quirk of English constitutional language: namely, the expression, "flowers of the crown" (taken by him to mean "some element of the prerogative"). Gough identifies the origins of this expression in an early Stuart age of unpopular kings, inquisitorial judges, renegade assemblies, and political commentators inclined to see all of these elements working together just fine. It was "appropriate," Gough tells us, "to call the prerogative a flower in a society where all was harmonious and therefore beautiful and to be admired." The "flowers of the crown" were invoked, in other words, to defend an "ancient, harmonious, balanced constitution," though it sometimes went the other way. 6 Sometimes, most often in the courts, utterances of the expression informed defences of royal power (most famous of all, perhaps, by Chief Justice Finch in Ship Money). Other times, utterances of the expression were attached to a moderation of royal power (as in the preface to the fourth part of Sir Edward Coke's Reports). To be as precise and as charitable to Gough as possible: to invoke "flowers of the crown," in the twin constitutional sense of constraining the personal powers of the monarch while retaining the monarch's central place between parliament and the judiciary, was distinctive to English politics in the period between 1597 and 1647. 7 6 J.W. Gough, "Flowers of the Crown," English Historical Review 77, no. 302, (1962): 86-93. 7 J.G.A. Pocock had published the first edition of a landmark book just a few years before this on the kinds of historical thought used to invoke an 'ancient constitution,' though he appears nowhere in Gough's footnotes. This might owe itself to the pressure felt by some of Pocock's devotees to insist that remarks about the ancient constitution, and the metaphorical repertoire that went with it, were more often turned against the person of the monarch than they were to conserve the crown during the disquiet of the Tudor-Stuart transition. Whereas Gough prioritised the politics of parliament -where none, at least before 1640, could appear too one-sided in their assessments of royal power -Pocock took a different message from the law reports and antiquarian treatises of the long seventeenth century. For in these sources were to be discovered what appeared, to him, a novel strain of common law thinking that was suddenly idealistic of timeless custom in times of constitutional crisis. See:
It is indeed true that fewer and fewer individuals were prone to invoke this kind of language in appraisals of the crown during periods of interregnum, restoration, and revolution (and for respectively different reasons). But it cannot be sustained any longer that the expression was unheard of before 1597 (nor, although it will not be argued here, that constitutionalist appropriations of the expression were unique to England at this time). 8 Looking at the Year Books and Parliamentary Rolls, it is shown instead here that the juristic conception of a crown bearing flowers in England predates the origins identified by Gough by at least 190 years, and it is suggested that the expression might never have been uttered were it not for the Angevin aesthetic. "Flowers of the crown" could refer to the responsibilities and privileges of kingship, or it could gesture to the impermanency of royal donations; in some iterations, however, a precise legalistic meaning is less distinct or obvious. A subtle and beautiful way, occasionally, to rein in those powers implicit in the crown-whether the prerogative generally or a prerogative specifically-the expression developed into a term of art, but did not originate, in the Stuart age. 9 Rather, its origins are later medieval. To illustrate as much, a handful of iterations of this idea-juristic as well as literary-must be considered before arriving upon the means by which Sir Edward Coke used the expression. While acknowledging that Coke was more flexible than some have allowed when it came to balancing out of the powers of crown, parliament, and common law, it will be shown here that flowers brought out some of his best appraisals of monarchical power. 10 For all the eccentric specificity of this particular research focus, this article, by exploring some of the connections between cultural history, legal history, and the history of ideas, seeks to ask why biological metaphors generally, and flowers specifically, have lent themselves to appraisals of the crown in the English constitution in the past, and by extension, why this tradition is no longer followed in the present.
Flowers and the Crown to the Wars of the Roses
Both the symbolism and the aesthetics associated with English regalia underwent changes during the second half of the Middle Ages. During the Saxon period, the king's headpiece-whether galea (helmet) or corona (crown)-was regarded with solemnity but it was generally revered less than the sceptrum (sceptre). 11 The abstraction of corona into the incorporeal symbol of the king's tenure in England occurred during the first half-century of Norman rule. 12 By the late thirteenth century, the crown had become that piece of regalia suspended in a kind of timelessness above the realm and king alike, and that expression of legal shorthand, in courts and parliaments, for the font of all privileges and liberties, and so it would remain within English legal thought after the Plantagenets.
Somewhat hand-in-hand with these changes was the standardisation of floral designs in the crown. Here we tread into the domains of numismatics, heraldry, iconography, sigillography, and other forensic avenues of enquiry into regalia now unfashionable to some historians. But it is within these fields that new clues are to be found about the symbolism informing the language of statecraft, which may verily prompt a reconsideration of why flowers begin to show up in legal thought down the track. It was the Angevins, it seems, who were the first flower enthusiasts. Taking inspiration from the fashions of twelfth-century France, the identification of English kings with flowers can be seen in a number of portraits and effigies of Henry II, Richard I, and John, each of which reveal enthusiasm for floral ornamentation on the crown design (and all, if we follow the late Jack Goody, amid a general decline in "flower culture" across Europe). 13 The floriated crown (or crown with "fleurons") was more enthusiastically adopted in the Plantagenet period. Of course, the very word 'Plantagenet' is itself a certain derivative of planta genista or plante de genêt, the common broom, or Cytisus scoparius. The coronation of Edward I in 1274 is an event that is commonly depicted featuring a crown with fleurons. Edward saw specifically in fleurs-de-lys what many in France did around the same time, namely, a solemn symbol of the Holy Trinity. This may be why he had himself depicted wearing a floriated crown upon coins, despite being a king well-reputed to have loathed wearing it. 14 All the more reason is it noteworthy that Edward would insist, upon his deathbed, to be buried with a floriated crown. In Edward II's reign, the design became even more floriated. From this time onwards, even illustrations of ancient kings began to feature anachronistic floriated crowns. 15 The flower had become an essential and instantly recognisable part of the English regalia, and was now becoming equally well incorporated into royal heraldry too. 16 Looking across the Channel for inspiration, the English came to show the same reverence for the fleurs-de-lys as their French adversaries did during the long Hundred Years' War. The broom had been the favourite emblem of Charles VI of France (1368-1422); the same favouritism was imported into Windsor Castle when his very young daughter, Isabella of Valois, received an English coronation in 1397, following her marriage to Richard II in 1396. 17 By the end of 1398, nearer the end of his troubled reign, an audit of the king's royal treasure inventoried eleven crowns: eight of these are confirmed to have fleurons around the circlet (or band or filet), in even-number configurations of eight, ten, twelve, or fourteen (with the exception of one damaged crown, which was missing a fleuron). 18 For his own coronation, Henry IV of England opted for a closed imperial crown with fleurons in 1399, and soon afterwards modelled the presentation of fleurs-de-lys on his arms, as King and Duke of Hereford and Lancaster, in line with the French fashion for displaying a trio of lilies instead of a field of them. 19 Subsequent coronations would see the Earl Marshal place his hands upon a flower of the crown in a distinct and solemn part of the ceremony of coronation, symbolic, apparently, of his custodianship over war in the event of its prerogative declaration. 20 With this imagery in mind we can proceed to interpret a selection of textual sources from the fifteenth century. When Henry V succeeded his father in March 1413, without any controversy as to his title or claim, the triumph of the Lancastrian line was now a fait accompli. At this moment, God Save the Kyng, and Kepe the Croun was penned, which provides a curious invocation of the floriated crown in verse, even if there is nothing explicitly offered to link the flowers with some particular or general aspect of the royal prerogative:
What doþ a kynges crowne signyfye, What stones and floures on sercle is bent? Lordis, comouns, and clergye To ben all at on assent. To kepe þat crowne, take good tent, In wode, in feld, in dale, and downe. Þe leste lyge-man, wiþ body and rent, He is a parcel of þe crowne. ... 3if sercle, and floures, and riche stones, Were eche a pece fro oþer flet; Were þe crowne broken ones, Hit were ful hard a3en to knet. Auyse 3ow er 3e suffer þat fit. 21 This is not a poem about law and government, but there may still be a constitutionalist way to read it. In the first of these stanzas, appearing second in the poem, the author sets out to explain why the crown has flowers and stones encircled upon it. The answer is given that they are symbols of the unanimous assent of the three estates (lords, commons, and clergy), not forgetting, however, the smallest of liege subjects who remain a part of this arrangement. The second quoted part, a portion of the sixth stanza, dreads the prospect of the flowers and stones ever being removed and separated owing to the difficulty of uniting them again into a single crown. Foregrounding this subtle plea to preserve the balance of king, lords temporal and spiritual, and commoners in parliament is a hearty rallying cry to the people of England to stand by the new royal line, to overcome internal divisions, and to put up a solid showing against the French. This is a cause for which Henry V himself would die in 1422.
The years between 1422 and 1437 encompassed the nonage of King Henry VI (from his first year of age to his sixteenth). In these years, the prerogative of the king found its expression in a small council of regency, parliament was called ten times, and the king's courts convened as needed. 22 It is in the middle of this window that the Year Books provide the earliest recorded use of a floral metaphor in a formal legal discussion of the royal prerogative. During the Hillary Term of 1430, in the Court of Common Pleas, an action of trespass was brought against Thomas Chase. The matter concerned some privileges awarded in letters patent of Henry IV to the office of Chancellor at the University of Oxford, a position held after 1426 by Chase. Chase was accused of distraining his unnamed plaintiffs because they had not paved the front portion of their houses leading onto the High Street. The prerogative came into question because, among other things, the king's letters patent contained a grant of jurisdiction to the Chancellor in all cases involving pleas of trespass in Oxford, which in turn allowed serjeants appearing for the Chancellor to dispute the jurisdiction of the court.
The late medieval common law, still ambling towards but far from attaining a monopoly over peacetime civil litigation within England, was often confronted with jurisdictional dilemmas such as this one. 23 Where royally donated franchises and offices were concerned, extraordinary sensitivity had to be shown in the courts of common law during the reigns of tempestuous kings, lest any flippancy or carelessness in assessment be interpreted as offensive to the king's supremacy. At just nine years of age, young Henry was about as meek as monarchs could be in 1430; perhaps this is why Chief Justice William Babington used the episode to prompt his serjeants-at-law to contemplate the limits of the royal prerogative. Judges had often been called upon to mediate conflicts in the administration of royal justice in England, but this case goes somewhat further than its precedents. 24 If the king's letters patent were really meant to guarantee immunity from all actions arising from the Chancellor's misconduct in Oxford, Babington suggested, then such an immunity could never be granted without the authority of parliament ("le quel ne peut estre grant si non par Parliament"). He continued:
all the liberties and franchises of England were in the Crown, and have come from the Crown: and if the King gives to a man a flower of his Crown, he does not give away all of the Crown, nor will it be taken as strict law, nor in any other form than which it is granted, & none will be the Judge of himself except the King, & furthermore the King gives his Judgement by intermediaries as by us and other Judges ... & this is no inconvenience, because the law intends that he will be an indifferent Judge, like we are between the King and others, & still we are Judges by the authority of the King. 25 Babington's accomplishments in this passage were many. One royal donation (in this case, bestowing the incorporeal hereditament of a jurisdictional franchise) could not obstruct the expression of any other part of the law (in this case, the operation of the king's courts of common law); legal privileges found in letters patent did not qualify as "stricti juris," and might therefore require moderation in parliament and the courts; judges in the Common Pleas were empowered to interpret prerogative instruments on behalf of the king, while mediating between the king and his subjects; wherever such instruments carried provisions which clashed with existing laws or judicial arrangements, then lords and commons under king in parliament, rather than the king alone or the king in council, were best suited to legislate formally on the matter. It makes it all the more interesting for us that Babington should have chosen a floral metaphor to represent prerogative donations in this frame. Although the report of this particular case does not contain any trace of argument about the reversion of delegations to the crown upon a change in monarchical office, the metaphor alludes to the possibility that the issue was indeed raised (even if this requires a particularly imaginative reading of the transcript). To suggest that gifts from the king, like flowers, are organic and eventually die once plucked and removed from their source would indeed have been an innovative way to discuss what was, by this time, a well-established controversy in English legal thought about the delegation and conflict of crown jurisdictions going back as least as far as Bracton. If the case of Thomas Chase and his want for better footpaths turned out to be the only episode, in this window, to trigger colourful, florally inspired conversations about the king and his powers, then its record might stand alone as an early instance of the expression, maybe even a psychedelic anomaly, but it would demand little more attention than that. This is not, however, to be. At the first day of parliament in 1437, with Henry VI shy of maturity by less than a year but still taking his seat on the royal throne at Westminster, the Lord Chancellor John Stafford opened proceedings with a speech revealing a slightly different, but no less riveting, interpretation of the flowers of the crown.
For Stafford, there were three kinds of men in England, each of whom initiated and sustained in acts of symbolism. There are the regular Christians, who at baptism, are anointed with the cross. There are the clergymen of holy orders, who bear the tonsure. There is finally the king, who bears the crown as a symbol of the government and politics of the realm ("in cujus corone figura regimen et politia regni presentantur"). Stafford continued: the governance of the community is represented in gold, and the honour and office of the king or prince is depicted in flowers placed on the crown and decorated with jewels. ... The royal dignity is depicted in the flowers placed on the crown decorated with precious jewels; the placing of flowers on the crown depicts royal pre-eminence over subjects, which find support in the flowering of four morals, to wit, the four cardinal virtues. Prudence should be placed at the front of the crown, which should be adorned with three jewels for, namely, recollection of the past, circumspection of the present, and foresight of the future. And fortitude should be placed on the right side, adorned also with three jewels, which are audacity in action, patience in suffering, and perseverance in prevailing. And temperance should be placed on the left side, adorned with three jewels, so that it restrains excess in consumption, controls loquaciousness in speaking, and also [controls] the will and desire for luxury. Justice ought to be placed on the rear part, whose jewels are three, showing that justice must be shown to superiors, equals, and underlings ... If the moral crown of any realm is set in such order, it can be concluded ... that the crown of the realm is in the hand of God ... This had nothing to do with the king's exercise of the royal prerogative, but the passage is attractive for other reasons. Striking first of all is the equation made between the honor et officium regis and the concept of royal dignitas. As Ernst Kantorowicz uncovered in 1957, expressions of this kind had important precedents in moves within medieval political theology to distinguish between perpetual institutions and natural individuals. 28 What we have here, then, is a parliamentary example of an idea more commonly identifiable in court records and treatises, both sacred and secular. Just as interesting is what follows in Stafford's oratory: the flowers of the crown, or at least the jewels adorning them, exist to remind the king that he ought to know his place, that he ought to remain patient, that he ought to stay skinny, and that he ought to stay quiet until asked, among other things besides. A doctor of civil law, still Stafford as the Archbishop of Canterbury spoke, on the topic of justice, more like a man of the cloth than a serjeant at law in his musings on the superiority of some entity to the King. If this were not already clear in the first half of the speech, then it surely was so at his return, in conclusion, to Isaiah 62:3 ("Corona regni in manu Dei"). Just what the mid-pubescent king thought about this is unclear. Henry did not voice his opinions for the record, nor indeed was he expected to. 29 Some years later in his kingship, Henry VI was approached by the forger and chronicler, John Hardyng. From the north, Hardyng carried a message for the king about the flowers around his crown. Hardyng was a man with first-hand knowledge about the finiteness of time attaching to the personal pledges of kings. In 1420, he had prepared three documents for Henry V in return for which he had been led to anticipate a manor in Northamptonshire. When that king fell in France, however, so died with him his promise of land. This death was mourned by Hardyng for personal as well as patriotic reasons, for in Henry he saw not only a buyer of his services but also a model king capable of retaking Scotland and restoring England's glory in the British Isles. It would take Hardyng a few years to recalibrate his affections to Henry VI, before eventually compiling new chronicles and forgeries in defence of the claim of English kings to Scotland, a claim he considered to be imperilled by political unrest on the domestic front. 30 In the attaché brought with him into Westminster at the outset of 1457 was a piece of parchment containing passages on How the Kynge shulde Reule moste specialy the comon profyte of his Reme with pese and lawe, one stanza of which captures the menace of the times perfectly. "Wharfore gode lorde, iff ye wyll gyffe me leue, I wolde say this vnto your excellence," the stanza in the lead-up closes, 'Withstonde the first mysreule and violence', and so continues: 29 After the speech, it was business as usual for the next nine weeks: petitions were read, taxes were levied, and the war with France was continued. PROME IV: 495-510. 30 Henry Summerson, "Hardyng, John," Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, doi:10.1093/ref:odnb/12296. Wythstonde, gode lorde, begynnyng of debate, And chastyse well also the Ryotours That in eche shire bene now consociate Agayne youre pese, and all thair maynteuours; For treuly els wyll fall the fayrest flours Of your coroune and noble monarchy, Whiche God defende and kepe thrugh his mercy. 31 Lines of verse composed in haste, yet in conformity to metre, are prone, of course, to fluffing. Still there may be more than synonymic repetition here at work in the coupling of crown with monarchy, forasmuch as the former concept, as the material of personal regalia, represented the perfect contrast with the permanent constitutional provision within England for dominium politicum et regale in the midst of much turmoil. 32 From both corporeal crown and incorporeal monarchy, warned Hardyng, flowers "will fall," unless the chaos of the riot goes unchecked. Although these particular lines had nothing to do with delegations and donations, still they are presented in the middle of a highly legalistic discussion about ongoing meddling with the king's jurisdictions (by "mayntenours"), and the renewed importance of using the courts to preserve the king's "pese and law" domestically-the optimal state of readiness, Hardyng urged, to stave off enemies from abroad desirous of seizing control of "all your monarchy":
The fayrest floures and hieghest of empryse And sounest wyll your foreyn foos suppryse. 33 The next two decades marked a period of profound uncertainty for the English monarchy, even after the decline of the Hundred Years' War, while enthusiasm for floral motifs in emblems and coats of arms was intensified. This will be obvious to most English people today, and will continue to be for as long as the affinity of the House of York to the white rose and likewise of Lancaster to the red remain popular history. The conception of "wars between the roses" was spun from the work-desks of poets captivated with nostalgia quite after the fact, though. What is rather of interest here is the abatement of the tiff of these two flowers when Henry VII offered to merge both strands into the Tudor line. 32 This ideal of a "mixed monarchy" was the formulation of John Fortescue (1395-1477), who expressed significant ambivalence over the longevity and authority of royal donations. This led him to call for "a new foundation" to the crown in his extensive writings on the difference between absolute and limited monarchy. For the king of England, he wrote, should "amortise [his] livelihood to his crown, such that it may never be alienated therefrom, without the assent of his parliament ... he shall thereby be the greatest founder of the world." John Fortescue, The Governance of England, in Shelley Lockwood, ed., Sir John Fortescue: On the Laws and Governance of England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 121. Fortescue also argued that it was 'the law' which separates the physical body from the mystical body of the realm, in order very gently to bind the royal prerogative to the collective will of the people through its parliaments. See In Praise of the Laws of England, in Lockwood, Sir John Fortescue, 21. For Fortescue's writings in the context of an incipient constitutionalism, see Cromartie, Constitutionalist Revolution, 4-32. 33 For maintenance, see: Jonathan Rose, Maintenance in English Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017).
Flowers and the Crown in the Tudor Period
Under Henry VII, the register of constitutional language began to change in important ways. There was a brief revival of legal interest in thirteenth-century ideas of Prerogativa Regis in support of the king's newfound "fiscal feudalism," but associated with this was no further development of Babington's conceptualisation of flowers in respect of crown donations at common law specifically, or anything about flowers in view of the prerogative generally. 34 What followed as Tudor constitutional thought developed, according to W.S. Holdsworth, was a hardening distinction between "separable" and "inseparable" prerogatives, in relation to the careful beginnings of the idea that royal power may be accountable to parliamentary review, and ongoing enquiries about the king's office and what it entailed. 35 Flowers had nothing to do with any of this either. The expression never made its way into Henry VIII's parliaments, where statutes were more elaborate than those enacted by parliaments before it. For example, the Ecclesiastical Appeals Act (1532), emblematic of a wider "jurisdictional revolution" associated with royal policy, declared the need to provide for "the entire and sure Conservation of the Prerogatives, Liberties and Preeminences of the said Imperial Crown of this Realm," but there was nothing organic or biological about any of that. The Act for Recontinuing Liberties in the Crown (1535) was even more concise in technical administrative language, interesting moreover for mentioning the crown itself only twice. 36 Evidently, even if the standard way to set out the powers of the crown remained, as it had always been, through plural abstract nouns of Franco-Latin derivation (for example, "Liberties"), a metaphor standing in for the same was not to be permitted in even the most protracted statutes.
The expression was also not to find favour among the common lawyers and the reporters following them around in this period either. Though serjeants now and then allowed themselves to become enchanted by abstract imagery in descriptions of royal, judicial, and parliamentary power, still it had become more conventional in Tudor courts to contemplate a disaggregated crown by referring to its "parcels" (which is, of course, how the Year Books had dealt with the claims of individual subjects to property since the early fourteenth century). The expression, "parcels of the crown," is recorded in several places in the reports of Sir Edmund Plowden (1518-1585): in Fulmerstone v Steward (1554), Willion v Berkley (1560), and most famous of all The Case of the Duchy of Lancaster (1561), parcels are invoked to remove the personal hereditaments of the king from the perpetual and inalienable parts of the realm. 37 This is significant, of course, for no matter how competitive the prerogative conciliar courts were becoming in these decades, still the common lawyers remained best stationed within England to work out such distinctions in the first place, playful at times with equitable principles and always in earshot of the Exchequer. Procedurally, there is more than a hint of Babington's model adjudication in this ("come nous entre le Roy & autres"), even if there are none of his flowers-at least until the end of the Tudor period.
The first to articulate a legal position with some reference to flowers in the mainstream law reports after Justice Babington was Sir Francis Gawdy, the queen's serjeant. Fresh after opening the prosecution against Mary Queen of Scots (incidentally, for her conspiracy with a distant relative of Babington's to replace the Protestant queen for a Catholic one), Gawdry is recorded to have appeared in response to the allegation that an action of accompt, which originally came to Henry VIII, could not thereafter entitle Elizabeth. For this, the report has it, "is not an incident inseparable from the Crown, nor a flower of the Crown; as the King cannot grant over to a subject power to pardon felons, for that is proper and peculiar to the person of the King." 38 All of this support for the monarch, in challenges mounted directly against her, saw Gawdry accept in 1588 the office of Judge of the Court of King's Bench, where his encounters with Sir Edward Coke would be frequent. It may well have been that Gawdry was the flower enthusiast giving inspiration to Coke in this period, but it is more likely that Coke ran into the expression in the Year Books, as he developed his mastery of them towards the end of the century.
Coke's report of the quo warranto proceedings brought against the abbot of Strata Mercella in the King's Bench just two years later reveals many complex points of law, some of which with greater semblance to those which had concerned the Chancellor of Oxford, Thomas Chase, than to those what had more directly prompted the crown lawyers to consider the office of the monarch itself in Plowden's reports. Here Coke would blend his metaphorical language, considering all "privileges, liberties, franchises, &c" of the realm, issued originally by Henry VIII, to be "as parcel of the flowers of his Crown." Crucially, Coke added, for such flowers to be "revived again actually and really in the King his heirs and successors" (namely, Elizabeth) required an act of parliament. Franchises of the kind in the possession of this Welsh abbacy, like flowers, died without new statutory endorsement or otherwise required the repeal of Henrician legislation concerning the subordination of Welsh law and the dissolution of the monasteries. 39 Whatever the veracity of the report as a record of the case, the recurrence of floral imagery in specific relation to the "revival" of franchises and jurisdictions is certainly noteworthy (even if these are likely the words of a seventeenth-century partisan looking back into a sixteenth-century utopia).
Flowers featured again in an extended analogy of Coke's in 1593, during a speech of that year to Elizabeth I before the House of Lords. Although his point here was principally to compare this "sweet council of ours" to a "sweet Commonwealth of the little bees ... sucking honey from every flower to bring to the king," only at a very abstract level could flowers here refer to sources of power original of the crown. 40 More remarkable is the appraisal of the queen's "Laws," which directly follows this analogy and seems to chime with his observations regarding the Strata Mercella abbacy. Laws, said Coke, may be categorised into two types: "the one such as have life but are ready to die, except your maj. breathe life into them again; the other are laws that never had life, but, being void of life, do come to your maj. to seek life." 41 To illustrate the vitality and mortality of legislation, Coke's examples come from the session of parliament just closing. For the first, confirmatory, kind of law, Coke offers the continuation, by the queen-in-parliament, of letters patent originally granted by Henry VIII to reformed ecclesiastical entities after the dissolution of the monasteries. For the second, enactive kind of law, Coke offers the statutes just passed through parliament to clamp down on the "plots" of "Popish recusants." 42 Years later, still under the reign of a Tudor monarch but nearing the prospect of a Stuart king's accession, Coke was compelled to develop arguments for the continuity and immemoriality of the common law, in the prefaces of reports for a more generally interested readership, many of which were published posthumously. 43 Two examples of florid language stand out from the material published when Coke was alive. The first of these emerges in the preface to the third part of his reports (1602). Again, as with his discussion of "parcels of the flowers of the crown" in contemplation upon the donation of franchises, here Coke would make flowers compete with other metaphors. Hailing the unity and coherence of the judiciary, Coke wondered if the common law might not be "worthy of greater admiration or commendation":
For as in nature we see the infinite distinction of things proceed from some unitie, as many flowers from one root, many rivers from one fountain, many arteries in the body of many from one heart, many veyns from one liver, and many sinews from the braine: So without question, Lex orta est cum mente divina, and this admirable unitie and consent in such diversitie of things proceed from God the fountaine and founder of all good Lawes and constitutions. 44 The ideas at work here seem very different. Here the operation of the courts is aligned with a divine fountain of justice, providing for a standalone defence of English law that did not require any sizing up of the crown (and this is quite how William Murray came to use the same language more famously in 1744). 45 By contrast, and what makes Coke more difficult to caricature, fountains are invoked in his later law reports to defend the crown as a source of "justice," "mercy," and "dignity," in these contexts used to explain "how power flowed through the body politic," as David Chan Smith puts it. 46 Before that, coinciding with the accession of James VI & I, readers find in the preface to the fourth part of Coke's Reports (1604) his most ardent defence yet, and perhaps ever, of the common law-portions of which would inspire juristic critics of the prerogative for the next two centuries. Lauding the jurisprudence of his reports as "nothing but his Maiesties owne, being sweet and fruitfull flowers of his Crowne," Coke recognised at once the privilege and loyalty of the common law enterprise. Historians are roundly disinterested in this phrase, however, showing more interest in the evaporation of his modesty in the line that follows it. Here Coke parrots Bracton: "Ipse autem Rex, non debet esse sub homine sed sub Deo & Lege, quia Lex facit Regem." 47 The king is subservient to no man, but is subservient to God and the law, for it is the law that makes him the king. The common law may derive its authority from James, in other words, but without the common law there would be no James.
Here was a clod of manure squeezed into which were a few gerberas. 48
Conclusions
Numerous studies on the legal, political, and cultural formulations of the English crown have restricted their focus somewhat too narrowly to the frame of a corporate distinction between mortality and immortality, manifest in the paradox, or what Maitland would call the "metaphysiological nonsense," of the king's two bodies. 49 This article makes the claim that more attention can be given to the interstices of this duality, where the analogies critical to the understanding of royal power appear to warrant explanation. Judges sometimes enjoyed freedom to discuss contentious ideas about the nature of legislation, and the judicature itself, in the courts of England during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, it is shown here, with reference to select case law. Politicians now and then assembled to hear speeches that were extravagant in appraisal of kingship and queenship, it is shown here, with reference to select parliamentary records. With these expressions of legal and political thought in mind, some consideration of the cultural imagery associated with kingship over this period appears to provide new clues about the kind of language called into service of such discussions.
In other words, to move away from the crown itself, and to focus instead upon the language used to describe the royal power intrinsic to it, leads naturally to new ways of pondering the circumstances that have compelled legal thinkers to adopt colourful metaphors in the past. To the mind of a medieval pragmatist, of course, abstraction of language provided a convenient way to avoid issuing an expression of doubt about royal power as a matter of fact. Plain speaking can lose you your office, or worse still, your life. A more intriguing question to think about, perhaps, is what commonalities of circumstance compelled legal parliament." William Murray was later made Lord Mansfield. 46 Smith, Sir Edward Coke, 265-267. 47 Bracton, 2:33. Incidentally, Bracton is considered to be "the crown and flower of English jurisprudence" in Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, 1:206. 48 Coke, Quart Part, preface. 49 Maitland, "Crown as Corporation," 134.
thinkers to express doubts about royal power in the first place.
Flowers, which are both vital and mortal, give a few hints. When Chief Justice William Babington implied something of the temporariness of royal donations by invoking the biological certainty of their extinction, as when Lord Chancellor John Stafford emphasised the importance of the four cardinal virtues to restrain the monarch's conduct as monarch, the royal prerogatives lay near to the grasp of a king-in-waiting. Henry's accession, at the end of regency, was a prospect which brought scare into the minds of men enjoying a certain type of royal power, but who found themselves, at the same time, not hurrying to upheave it for an uncertain type of royal power. Well might James I have been to Edward Coke, then, what Henry VI had been to Babington and Stafford: a king-in-waiting to be dreaded for his potential to misappropriate the royal prerogatives, one indeed whose declared belief it had been, in 1598, "that Kings were the authors & makers of the lawes, and not the lawes of the Kings." 50 We may wince to admit it, but James was not entirely wrong about the Stuart realpolitik. But this is not the point. What is important is how abhorrent these ideas were to Coke and all those like him, at the time, who knew their Bracton and took offense at the jibes of a Scottish king.
If it is plausible to establish some relationship between crises of regency and recorded reassessments of the royal prerogative, it might not come as a surprise, then, that the most memorable of Plowden's reports on the crown and its parcels, on the "corporate" king and his "bodies," occur in the aftermath of a tumultuous period for the monarchy: a period that saw the Act of Succession (1544), the reign of Mary I, and the uncertainty over who should succeed her. Were this correlation not to hold for later developments, then it might be put to rest here, but for a brief peek into the future suggesting otherwise. Looking beyond the fortunes of those parliaments assembled in 1628, 1640, and 1641-which, for Gough, were the Stuart assemblies most prospering in ideas-the constitutional peculiarities of the 1760s and the 1830s might even be recollected in this frame. Legal and political discussions in these very different windows happen to be thick with metaphors tasked with explaining away royal power, and what had become most chafing about it in a post-medieval age, ministerial irresponsibility. This is no wild digression, because the result of all this returns us to this article's introductory assessment of the crown, which itself became a metaphor for public authority, good and bad, forasmuch as this is what the crown remains, and is ever likely to remain, until the unnerving prospect of a reckless new monarch gives fresh panic to all inclined to think about the constitution that serves the people of Great Britain. 51 This is unlikely, it might be guessed, because the language of appraising royal power has become conventionally more clinical, as Walter Bagehot, John Austin, Frederic William Maitland, and others describing the operation of the British constitution happened to make a knack of doing so efficiently. 52 Before all of that, however, it made sense to speak of a crown's flowers. This is 50 James Stuart, something Gough had already established for the Stuart period, although he thought it was unique to that time. Offering a corrective, what this article also provides are a number of much earlier iterations of the "flowers of the crown," which for readers untaken by this period-or nonplussed by English law-stand as nothing else than charming little reminders of how the symbolism of regalia once powerfully informed, and may yet again, certain aspects of the language of statecraft.
